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1. GENERAL 

1.oi This Section G74.940.l-, which is similar and 
relates to Section E21.907, has been pre

pared fo~ inside and outside plant toroes to de
scribe the basic procedure to be followed in restor-. 
ing facilities after major toll cable failures. The 
procedures to be followed for service restoration 
after facilities are restored are covered ia Bell 
System Practices.Section E21.910. 

1.02 Since the failure may be located in either 
aerial, underground, or buried type qf cable 

plant and since one or more cabies may be either 
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completely or only partially failed, it is impossi
ble in an instruction o!·this type to cover all com
binations or circumstances. Basic splicing and test
ing procedures have been developed, however, and it 
will usually be possible to make use or the methods 
outlined 1n this instruction, or some moditication 
or these methods. 

1.03 In the majority or cable failures, facili-
ties can be most rapidly restored by the ua.e 

or 20 gauge, specification AT-6422 bridle wire, 
since it is easily transported and can be quicl:ly 
prepa;re~ tor splicing into varying' _ lengths ot break. 
In some instances it may be more desirable to use 
emergency cable or a replacing section ot cable. 
When practicable, however, the use or bridle wire 
should be contemplated. 

1.04 Because the objective is to restore service 
as quickly as possible, some items are in

cluded as temporary measures which would not be con
sidered good practice in permanent work. 

! . SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

2.p1 Since abnormal working conditions are usual-
ly present 1n the restoration activity at 

cable failures, it is particularly.important that 
sate working practices be carefully observed. Some 
typical items to be considered are listed below. 

2.02 Aerial Cable Failures: 

(a) Suspension or guy strand involved 1n a 
fire may become annealed and lose a con

siderable portion or its strength. Ir this con
dition is suspected, the messenger should not 
be ridden until tested. If the use ot a cable 
c:.ar is necessary, an auxiliary strand should be 
placed. 

(b) Wherever the overall restoration job is 
improved, damaged aerial cables should be 

lowered to the ground. The elimination ot plat
forms will frequently result in safer work:1ng 
conditions and .the consequent comfort to the 
splicers will undoubtedly speed up the overall 
restoration work. 
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(c) If poles are leaning or broken they 
should be piked or temporarily guyed since 

unbalanced loads may exist to such an extent 
that a man's weight may be enough to bring 
other poles down. 

(d) Wind storms that damage aerial cable lines 
may also fell power lines across the 

messenger and sheath. If a storm of this type 
has been experienced, it is advisable to 
inspect po~er crossines and conflicts in the 
vicinity • of the cable. ·failure. In any case, 
the messeneer and sheath should be temporarily 
grounded on either side of the break since high 
induced voltages or lightning may be experi
enced. 

2.03 Underground Cable Failures: 

(a) Standard tests for gas in manholes should 
be made before entrance by worlonen engaged 

in the restoration. 

(b) Precautions should be taken against cave
ins and when it is necessary to chip out 

duct, goggles should be used for eye protection. 

(c) Sheath continuity should be maintained for 
lightnine and-electrolysis reasons and for 

protection against high induced voltages. A 
bond shall be placed across the sheath break 
for this purpose. 

2.04 Buried Cable Failures~ 

(a) Precautions should be taken to avoid cave
ins in digging trenches and splicing pits 

for .the restoration workers. 

(b) Sheath continuity should be maintained for 
lightning and electrolysis reasons and for 

protection against high induced voltages. A 
bond shall be placed across the sheath break 
for this purpose. 
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2.05 Other Considerations: 

(a) Care should be 
rafts on swollen 

vers should be worn 
water. 

taken in using boats or 
streams and life preser
when working over deep 

(b) Sufficient and adequately placed artifi
cial lighting should be provided for night 

operations to avoid unnecessary hazards from 
poor visib1l1 ty. 

3. INITIAL DUTIES OR PRIMARY TESTBOARD FORCES 

3.01 As soon as it is known that a major failure 
has occurred, the testboard should report 

the failure 1n accordance with Bell System Practices 
Section El2.506 and will be advised as to steps to 
be taken to restore the outside plant. 

3.02 The district equipment superintendent or 
equivalent supervisor responsible for cable 

restoration should be informed of the trouble and 
the general section of the cable route involved. 

3.03 The necessary location measurements ahd pre-
liminary computations should be completed as 

soon as possible and this information should be 
transmitted to the outside forces with instructions 
for contacting the testboard from sorie convenient 
point near the approximate location of the failure. 

3.04 Every effort should be made to contact pa-
trolmen, construction crews or others who 

may be working near the measured location to de
termine, if possible, the 'exact location and nature 
o! the failure and thus aid in the dispatching of 
the. restoration forces. 

3.05 If K carrier facilities are involved 1n the 
failure, a two-man crew for each cable fail

ed should be dispatched to the auxiliary station or 
to each of-the auxiliary stations adjacent to the 
trouble. Each two-man crew should be composed of at 
least one man with testboard or transmission experi
ence and ond man experienced in central office work.· 
From check-off lists, prepared in advance of the 

• . , 
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failure, the crews shall assemble the necessary ma
terials and test equipment and transport them to the 
auxiliary stations. 

3.06 A supervisor, preferably a district toll 
maintenance supervisor or equivalent, should 

go to the auxiliary repeater station on the attended 
control station side of the failure to act as the 
local sub-control if the break is located between 
two auxiliary stations. 

3.07 The testboard- shall act as an intermediary 
between the outside forces and the office of 

the supervisor 1n charge ot the restoration in lo
~at1ng crews, and arranging for necessary work equip
ment and materials. 

3.08 When communication is again established with 
the outside forces from the approximate lo

cation ot the trouble, the final location computa
tions should have been completed or a report from 
the field should permit directing them to the scene 
of the failure. At this time a definite agreement 
should be made for a method of establishing initial· 
communication with the scene of the failure. The 
follo~g are some suggested methods: 

(a) A gas pressure terminal or other station 
terminal if nearby and not shorted or 

grounded as a result of the failure. 

(b) In some twin cables designed for K or L 
carrier, the gas pressure talking pair or 

the cable maintenance pair are on the tracer 
pair or a pair of the tracer quad ·in the out
side layer. In failures involving one of these 
cables communication can be immediately es
tablished without tone identification. 

(c) In other cables designed for K carrier, 
certain sections may be 1n a single sheath 

with layer shielding to separate the two direct
ions.of transmission. In this type of install
ation, the twin cable sections may have the gas 
pressure talk and the cable maintenance circuit 
1n the respective -core quads of the two cables 
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and in the single layer shielded sections the 
two respective circuits may be located in the 
tracer quad of the outside layer under the 
sheath and the core quad Wlder the shield. 
Advantage may be taken of this type of install
ation to facilitate establishing initial com
munication. 

(d) In cables not spliced 1n the manner indi-
cated 1n (b) and (c) ·above, a selected 

pair of the cable can be toned and identified 
at the break for an initial coimnunication cir
cuit. 

3.09 The control 
in advance, 

form No. P-2068 for 
facilities. • 

test r'ooms shall have prepared 
the following information on 

cable route involving K carrier 

(a) K carrier system. 

(b) K Wlit. 

(c) K pair numbers associated 1n the section 
involved. 

(d) Quad mate to the K pair if the cables are 
quadded. (This iii to facilitate reassoci

ating the pair numbers 1n an individual quad 
which were purposely separated 1n the quad
splitting splices.) 

3.10 Upon receipt of the authorized priority list, 
the assi&ned,priority number shall be enter

ed on Form P-2068 and the information will then be 
used to prepare Form P-2069 which is to be used 1n 
the restoration work. • 

3.11 If the priority list is available before the 
departure of the auxilia'l'y station crews, a 

copy of· Form P-2068 should be available for their 
use in preparin~ Form P-2069 at the auxiliary sta
tions. If this is not possible, the information can 
be telephoned to them prior to the restoration oper
ations. 
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3.12 Sample forms P-2068 and P-2069 with the meth
od or preparation are appended to this 

section. 

4. INITIAL DUTIES OF OUTSIDE FORC~ 

4.01 Upon receiving notification from the test
board that a major failure has occurred, the 

district equipment superintendent or equivalent 
supervisor shall talce the following steps. 

(a) Locate and dispatch the required restora
tion forces to the approx1mate failure 

location. 

(b) Instruct the crews to call the testboard 
for a more 'definite location as outlined 

1n paragraph 3.03. 

(c) From check-off lists, prepared 1n advance 
or the failure, assemble the necessary 

materials and work equipment and transport them 
to the scene of the failure. 

4.02 Upon arriving at the scene of the failure, a 
quick survey shall be made of the damage 

giving_particular attention to the following: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Exact location. 

Cause of trouble. 

Length of cable affected. 

Method which should result in the fastest 
and most practical service restoration. 

Condition of roads and best route for ac~
cess to the failure location. 

Any conditions which may have a bearing on 
the method or progress of the restoration. 

(g) Estimated quantity and type of material 
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4.03 The outside forces should then get in con
tact with the testboard as outlined in para

graph 3.08. 

4.04 If the trouble is due to moisture, gas 
should be applied at a pressure not exceed

ing 1$ pounds on each side of the damaged sheath if 
it will aid in preventing further trouble. If_ the 
trouble is not due.to moisture, gas shall be applied 
as required in standard practices. 

4.05 After eliminating any unsafe conditions as, 
outlined 1n Part 2, the crews will then pro-·_ 

ceed with the restoration. 

5. OUTLINE OF RESTORATIOtl PROCEDURE5 

5.0l Vlhen a light moisture leak occurs in a 
cable and an exact location is not obtain

able, the trouble can sometimes be temporarily clear
ed by placing gas on the cable at each side of the 
computed location. This method applies primarily to 
cable not under gas pressure. 

5.02 If the location of the moisture leak is 
known and the trouble is confined to a rela

tively short section of cable, the sheath should be 
opened - (aeriali buried or underground cable in a 
manhole) and c eared by boiling with paraffin or 
with t~e use of desiccant. 

5.03 Damage due to excavating or similar activi
ties which usually cause trouble over a rela

tively short section of cable may be cleared by 
piecing out the conductors. 

5.04 Troubles due to lightning or other electric
al disturbances· should be cleared as out

lined in standard practices. 

5.05 When an appreciable length of cable has been 
damaged by fire or some other external cause, 

it.will be necessary to restore the facilities by 
cutting new conductors around the damaged section. 
In most instances the quickest way to do this is to 
cut 1n 20-gauge bridle wire. This method is appli-, 
cable to aerial and buried cables and to underground 
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cables where 1t 1s practicable to uncover the dam
aged portion. '-In the case ot underground cable when 
it is necessary to extend the conductors between man
holes! it is usually more practicable to restore the 
facil ties by laying a length or emergency cable on 
the ground. There may also be cases where, because 
of hie~Y oondi~ions, it ~Y be necessary to ini
tially pull·a replacing section· or cable 1n the 
ducts. 

;.06 There are two basic splicing methods for res-
toring .cable fac11i ties known as the "One to 

.One" and· "Lay~r Rotation" methods. It is impracti
cable to formulate any definite rules to follow 
which would cover all. types or cable failures. Each 
failure must be analyzed and the procedur.e to be 
followed must be based on conditions existing at the 
time of the trouble. In some cases 1 t wil} be 
desirable to use· a combination or both methods. 

,5.0? When bridle wire or a temporary section of 
cable has been'used for the initial restora

tion, ·the cutover to the permanent section should be 
made using- high frequency identification sets, in· 
accordanc~ with Section G?2.259, applying the half' 
tap method to cut over the working circuits. 

One .to Qne Me~ 

;.08 The t•one to One" method involves toning out 
• . the conductors f'rom the adjacent offices and 

identifying them at each end of the damaged section. 
This metpod provides for the restora~ion or the de
sired facilities such as program and K circuits 
fµost and leaving the facilities of least· importance 
until the last. 

. . -

S.09 In general, this method should be employed 
• as follows: 

(a} Establishing talking circuits to the 
splicers and other communicating facili

ties required by restoration forces. 

(b) 
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ity sequence basis including carrier, pro-
gram and special services. • 

(c) 

(d) 

Restoring all facilities, if practicable, 
in any toll cable failure. 

·Restoring facilities when a construction 
splice is involved in the djllll8ged secUon. 

Layer Rotation Method 

5.10 The "Layer Rotation". method provides for 
splicing the quads starting with the marker 

quad in the outside layer. In some cases this meth- • 
, od is more rapid than the. •11one to One" method; how

ever, it does not permit· any choice of circuits to 
be restored and there are more possibilities of' 
splicing errors. 

5.11 ThiS method· is best adapted to the larger 
size toll cables containing numerous cir

cuits., other than special, program or K carrier cir
cuits, which terminate in widely scattered locations. 
In cases ot this nature· it makes possible the res
toral of the short haui circuits described without 
the necessity of sending an identifying tone tr~ 
each of the numerous terminals or offices. In the· 
event'of' a failure involving a cable of this type 
which·carries a K carrier cClllplement and long,haul 
loaded facilities as well, . the "One to One" method 
should be used to restore the through facilities.~ 
consideration should be given to restoring the short 
haul facilities by the "Layer Rotation" method. • In
itial boarding of' the cable before restoration work 
begins may greatly facilitate this type of restoral. 

6. ORGANIZATION • GENERAL 

6.01 The organizational setup to cover a typical 
restoration job using bridle wire and basic 

splicing methods is shown on Figure 3. 

6.02 The overall job of restoration sho:uld be 
supervised by those familiar with all phases 

of' both inside and outside plant. This responsibil
ity should be taken jointly .by the toll central l o<<1••_=•:•"'-••r end tho <1•14 ,upe,visor o, del,. 
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6.03 The •field supervisor should be located at 
the scene of the failure. The central 

office supervisor should be located at the office 
adjacent to and on the side of the break next to the 
control office. This may be the control office 
proper or if' the failure is between two auxiliary 
stations, the auxiliary station on the control 
office side. 

6.04 It is the duty of the combined supervision 
to effectively coordinate the inside and out

side plant efforts until the service has been com
pletely restored. 

6.05 It is better to have an excess of manpower 
at the scene of a cable failure than it is 

to have too few and no one will be criticized for 
dispatching more men than are finally needed. The 
additional help can be used to advantage in furnish
ing relief, running errands, arrangin£ fer lw1ches 
keeping testing equipment in operating condition and 
otherwise assisting in the smooth functioning of tr .. e 
outside work. 

6.06 The toll central office supervisor and the 
field supervisor should make arrangements 

for the men and material as requested by the test
board and the outside maintenance forces respective
ly and should review the restoration plans from a 
safety standpoint. 

6.07 The general office should lend assistance 
and should keep higher supervision informed 

of the progress of thP- restoration work. Consider
able assistance can be given in connection with the 
coordination between the te3t~oom and the Traffic 
Control Bureau in determining which important ser
vices should .be routed over other facilities and 
which ones should be given preference in first being 
made good through the break. 

7. PREPARATION OF EMERGENCY BRIDLB V/IRE 

.7 .Ol Pre -tagged brldle wire ropes, 75 feet in 
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length and in 
pared and stocked at 
major cable routes. 
shall be as follows; 

units of 10 pairs shall be pre
strategic locations along the 
The preparation of these ropes 

(a) The bridle wire shall be placed in 10-hole 
tagboards made up of canvas strips with 

brass crcmmet holes which may be maae up local
ly in accordance with Figure 2. 

(b) The bridle wire pairs shall be identified 
and placed in the same numbered holes at 

either end of the rope. The two tagboards 
associated with one rope shall be given a group 
or tagboard number such as #1, #2, #3, etc. 

(c) The bridle wire shall be pulled through 
the holes of the tagboard a sufficient 

distance· to permit bunching and binding in 
order to prevent accidental removal of wires 
from the tagboard in handling. ·rn addition the 
bridle wire should be taped at sufficient inter
vals along its length to permit easy coiling 
and uncoiling without kinking or tangling. 

(d) The individual wires of each pair of 
bridle wire shall be identified and cut 

long an_d short respectively at each end to per
mit ease and accuracy in splicing. The smooth 
insulation wire shall be cut long (tip) and the 
rougp insulation wire shall be cut short (ring). 

(e) Approximately 3 inches of insulation 
should be removed from each wire and care 

should be taken not to nick the wire as this is 
likely to result in a broken wire in handling 
or when the pigtail is made with the cable con
ductor. 

(f) A sufficient number of ropes shall be pre-
pared to permit complete restoration of a 

cabl~ or cables in the specific area where they 
are contemplated for use. It is important that 
a group of ropes held in a stock location for 
emergency use, shall be stored in such a manner 
that they are readily available and easily 
transported to the scene of the failure-. 

I 
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7.02 While experience indicates that 75 feAt of 
bridle wire will be sufficient to bridge 

nearly all breaks, additional reels of bridle wire 
and extra tugboards should also be provided at the 
failure location. This wilJ. protect against an ab
normally large failure condition •. 

7.03 When it is necessary to prapare the bridle 
wire for splicing at the brealc, th!:'~ follow

ing proced'Ul'e shall be used: 

(a) The bridle wire should be laid out and 
pla~ed in 10-hole tagboards of the type 

indicated 1n Figure 2. Care shoulrl be taken 
that no errors in tagging occur and since a 
butt splice will be made at each end of ths 
break, the bridle wire should be of sufficient· 
length to provide about 10 feet of slacJ<: at 
each end. 

(b) The insulation can be easily removed by 
heating over a splicer's furnace until the 

insulation 1s thoroughly softened and burned. 
A yellow flame should be used to avoid danage 
to the conductors. After burning the bridle 
wire, it can be placed on a hard surface and 
the charred insulation scraped off, using a 3 
inch putty knife or similar tool. Care should 
be taken not to nick the conductor during the 
scraping operation. 

(c) The individual wire should then be thor-
oughly cleaned with abrasive cloth to in

sure a good connection with the cable conductor 
as no soldered joints will be made in the tem
porary restoration. 

(d) The conductors shall be cut long and short. 
The wire of the bridle wire pair with 

smooth insulation shall be cut long (tip) and 
the rough insulation shall be cut short (ring). 
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8. SPLICING AND TESTING 

8.01 Since the methods of restoration described 
in this section apply to temporary measures, 

the pigtails should not be soldered. 

8 .02 The bridle wire should be laid out in such a 
manner that it will not interfere with other 

work operations. When placod for aerial cable, it 
should be tied doMl at intervals to prevent whipping 
in the wind. Also, if a twin K cable failure has 
occurred, it will' be desirable to separatt, the two 
directions of transmission by keeping the bridle 
wire associated with one cable separate from the 
bridle wire associi:.ted with the other cable. 

8.03 The pigtails shall be protected with stand-
ard cotton sleeves. These may be slipped 

over the pigtail after the splice is made. A bend 
in the pigtail after the sleeve is placed will pre
vent the sleeve from falling off. If available, an 
additional man can handle the work of placing 
sleeves so that the splicers are able to concentrate 
on only the splicing work. 

8.04 After the splices have been co~pleted and 
checked by the testboards, desiccant shall 

be introduced and the splices wrapped down with mus
lin or rubber bandaGes (or CR tape). Since it is 
not practicable to seal the splices, the twist 
·should be bent downward so it cannot lead water into 
the cable. A drip ring of friction tape should be 
formed on the sheath. 

One to One Method 

8.05 The one to one method as outU.ned in this 
section, has proved lo be both fast and ac

curate with a minimum of confusion and verbal in
formation during the actual restoration. 

8.o6 The identifying and toning arrangement be-
tween the man at the sending station (toner) 

and the man identifying at the splice (identifier) 
contemplates the use of standard equipment without 
internal modification and an additional local buzzer 
circuit at the sending station. 

• • 
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8.07 After identifying and splicing, the pairs 
are given an overall continuity and turnover 

check between testboards. 

8.08 As soon,as the continuity test has been made, 
the pair is made good to the control office 

for service restoration as covered in Section 
E21.910. 

8.09 The sequence of operations utilizing the one 
to one method of splicing on a typical toll 

cable restoration follows: 

Preparatory Arrangements 

(a) The testboards shall isolate the particu-
lar section of cable to be restored by 

placing dummy plugs in the equipment jacks asso
ciated with the line jacks looking toward the 
failure. 

(b) The splicers will clear the cable conduc-
tors sufficiently to enable the identifier 

to fan out the pairs or quads for ease in iden
tifying. 

(c) A talking circuit is established between 
each tone:r at the testboards and each re

spective identifier at the break. The neces
sary order wire, supervisory circuit and other 
talking circuits to be used in the restoration 
will thP.n be terminated or spliced through the 
break. 

(d) Fibure 3 indicates the sequence of pair 
restoration and manpower requirements for 

a typical K carrier cable failure. 

Toning- and IdentifYiqg 

(a) The toning and identification wiring 
arrangement at the testboard and at the 

failure location 1s indicated schematically 1n 
Figure 1. 

G74.940.l 
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(h) The tone from the type 76A set is sent 
from the testboard on the required pair. 

The identifier locates the pair with the 108A 
amplifier at the break. 

( c) Vii th his snips connected to a 76A set, to 
utilize the buzzer circuit associated 

therewith, the identifier cuts the insulation 
of each conductor until his buzzer operates. 
This is the ring conductor of the pair and the 
identifier cuts this conduc1;/or 3" -4" shorter 
than the tip wire. 

(d) With the circuit arrangement, the buzzer 
at the testboard also operates in unison 

with the buzzer at the splice indicating to the 
toner that the pair has been identified. This· 
serves not only to check the correctness of 
identification but also allows the toner to 
note the time on Form P-2069 and to anticipate 
that the identifier will soon be ready for the 
next pair. 

(e) '!','hen the 
identifier 

toner will send 
pair. 

cable involved is paired, ,the 
will say "next pair" and.th~ 
the tone on the next require'd 

(f) When the cablo is quadded, the identifier 
will say "other side". and the toner will 

send the tone on the quad mate to the pair last 
identified. The identifier will a 6ain cut this 
pair with the tip long and the ring short but 
with thi3 tip conductor of the quad mate, 3"-4" 
shorter than the rint: wire of the first pair of 
the quad. Upon completion of the quad, the 
identifier will say "next quad" and the toner 
will send the tone on the required pair of the 
next quad. 

(g) The toner selects the sequence of pairs to 
be identified from the information indica

ted on Form P-2069 which ~e has prepared in ad
vance from the approved prfority list. Since 
the pairs shown on Form P-2069 are associated 
with the numbered holes on the tagboards, a 
check will be made at the co~pletion of each 10-

I I 
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pair tagboard eroup with the statement "last 
pair of tagboard #1, #2, etc," 

(h) As the identifier completes the identifi-
cation of a pair or the pairs of a quad 

with the conductors cut suitably long and short, 
the pair or quad is handed to the splicer for 
splicing to the bridle wire. 

(1) The' splicer will butt splice pair to pair 
consecutively with the long wire of the 

cable pair ~pliced to the long wire. of the 
bridle pair followed by the short conductors of 
each, If the cable is quadded, the longest 
cable pair shall be spliced first, followed by 
·the second or shorter pair of the quad. 

(j) Care shall be exercised by the identifier 
that identified pairs or quads shall not 

accumulate ahead of the splicer to the extent 
that an error may occur. 

(k) The splicer should not remove the bridle 
wire from the tagboard, 

Continuity Testing 

(a) As soon as the toners at both ends of the 
failed section have indicated on Form 

P-2069 that a particular pair has been identi
fied at both sides of the break, the continuity 
checkers at the testboards prepare to check 
the pair for continuity and turnovers of the 
tip and ring. • 

(b) The method used for testing continuity con-
sists of placing metallic battery at one 

end and a zero-centered voltmeter at the other 
end of the section. The negative battery is 
connected to the tip wire and positive battery 
is connected to the ring wire of the pair under 
test. A deflection of the voltmeter indicates 
that the pair has been spliced through; a 
deflection to the right indicates correct 
splicing and a deflection to the left indicates 
a tip and ring turnover. 

G74,940,l 
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(c) If a tip and ring turnover exists on a 
particular pair, this is noted on Form 

P-2069 and the splicer corrects the error upon 
completion of the splicing work. Since each 
pair is identified on Form P-2069 with its 
associated tagboard and hole number, .the 
splicer can correct tip and ring turnovers with
out further tone identification. 

(d) When continuity has been· established in 
the section, the d:ummy plugs shall be re

moved from the equipmant jacks and the pair 
turned up to the control for overall checking 
and service . make-good in accordance w1 th 
Section E21.910. 

(e) The continuity checker at the testboard at 
or nearest to the control testboard shall 

enter the time continuity is established in the 
section and the time the pair is turned up to 
the control testboard on Form P-2069. 

Layer Rotation Method 

8.10 The "layer rotation method" may be used fol-
lowing restoration of important facilities 

by the "one to one method", or may in some instances 
be employed entirely to restore large complement 
voice frequency cables. 

8.11 It will not be practicable to carry out the 
"layer rotation" splicing on a tip and ·ring 

identification basis since the "one to one" splicing 
method described in this practice is more satis
factory from both a speed and accuracy standpoint, 
in restoring facilities where tip and ring continu
ity is initially required • 

• 8.12 Where a portion or all of the cable comple-
ment may be terminated at a large number of 

offices and terminals, or when the conductors are 
not terminated on protector frames with primary jack 
appearancesi it will usually be desirable to restore 
these faci ities by the layer rotation splicing 
method without regard to tip and ring identity at 
the splice. The sequence of operations utilizing 
this method of "layer rotation" splicing on a typi-

I • • 
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PrepvaterY Arrangements 

I f 

(a) The testboard or testboards will, if pos-
sible, •isolate the section of cable to be 

restored by • placing dummy plugs in the equip• 
ment jacks associated.with the line jacks look
ing toward the failure or by removing the heat 
coils on the protector strip at the main frame. 

(b) Before any conductors are spliced, each 
layer of conductors on any cable to be re

stored in whole or in part by the "layer rota
tion" method should be bound witll tape. The 
.outsi'de layer shall be bound close to the 
sheath, then bent back and the next and succeed
ing layers bound individually and bent back. 
This will preserve the sequence of pairs or 
quads in the layer which may otherwise be dis
rupted during splicing. 

(c) If a considerable portion of the comple-
ment is to be restored by the "one to one" 

method prior to the "layer rotation" splicing, 
it may be desirable in the judgment of tlie 
field supervisor, to board all ·ot the. cable con-. 
ductors by layer' sequence prior ·to any spl.io
ing work. 

(d} The necessary talking circuit or circuits 
between the break and the testboard or 

testboards involved should be established by 
tone identification. 

Splicing and Identifying 

(a) The splicers restore the pairs or quads 1n 
sequence beginning with the tracer (pa1r 

or quad No. l) 1n the outside layer and continu
ing 1n the direction of the blue pair or blue 
white quad. Any pairs or quads already restor
ed on the "one to one" basis are, or course 1 
skipped and the splicers proceed to·the succeed• 
1ng pairs or quads, As the t~gboards ot 10 
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pairs each are spliced to the cable conductors, 
the splicers proceed wi_th the next hither num
bered tagboard, always working in the required 
direction around the layer and working in suc
cessive layers from the outer layer towards the 
core. The splicers or the field supervisor 
shall check frequently on the color of insula• 
tion, paper stain or binder string being splic
ed to a particular bridle wire. p~1r number to 
determine that the work is being completed cor
rectly. 

(b) Fo~ quadded cable, the first pair of the 
quad identified by color code, is spliced 

to the rlrst bridle wire pair and the second 
pair or the. quad to the next bridle wire pair. 

(c) To identify the faoilities completed by 
the splicing crews, the test room may em

ploy one of ~he/ following two methods. The 
decision as to which method to use is dependent 
upon the particular conditions and assignments 
in the failed cable. 

Method ls Ylhen a 10-pair bridle wire tagboard 
iij spliced through, an outside man 

at one end or the break can apply tone from a 
type .76A or 7W set, to each of the ten com• 
pleted pairs. A man at the control testboard 
can then scan the line jacks with a receiver to 
d~ect the tone and thus the facilities which 
havt'I been spliced through the break. This will 
not interrupt the splicing work. 

Method 21 The control test room can scan the 
line jacks with a voltmeter to de• . 

tect the shorts at the far end created by the 
terminating equipment·. The magnitude of the 
meter deflection may be used to determine 
whether the short is at the terminal or at the 
failure location. 

cont1nu1tx Testw 
(a) W}\en a circuit is found to be spliced 

through the failure a ground, continuity 
and turnover check should be made by the test-

• 
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/ board or testboards. 

(b)· Any pairs foWld turned over, and it may be 
expected that fifty per cent will be turn

ed over, shall be temporarily corrected when re
quired by the use of a short turnover cord be
tween the 1111ne" and "'equipment" jacks at the 
testboard. 

( c) When the pairs have been checked · and any 
turnovers corrected they should be. turned 

over to the control ort!ee for service make
good. 

(d) Upon completion of the temporary restora
tion work and before the start or perma

nent repairs, any turned over pairs should be 
corrected at one of the splices. 

9. TESTING f IRC_UITS AND EQUIPMENT 

9.01 The order wire setups required to coordinate 
the various operations in order to properly 

restore a major cable failure are sho~ in Figure 3. 

9.02 The testboard should direct the establish
ment or the above order wires and make sure 

that they are satisfactory for communication before 
any service restoration work is done. 

9.03 A 76A type tone source should be available 
at all times and maintained for instant use 

at all main central offices. 

9.04 The following portable equipment should be 
available for dispatching to the K carrier 

auxiliary repeater station-or stations: 

(a') 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

G74.940.l 
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Testing tone (?6A or 76B) 

Voltmeter (zero-center) 

4.;, 22.5 and 45-volt dry batteries 

Patch cords 
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(e) Type 15U plugs 

(f) Dummy plugs 

9.05 Batteries should be available 1n the main 
office tor use in applying metallic battery 

to the pairs for making overall continuity and turn
over tests. Since this test requires only that a 
deflection be obtained on the testboard voltmeter, 
the amount of voltage used is not critical and a 
single 22.5-volt battery will suffice, The negative 
side should be connected to the tip and the positive 
side to the ring. 

10. EMERGENCY SUPPLIES AND ADVANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

10,0l The division plant manager or equivalent 
supervisor shall supplement this section 

with a list of the emergency cable and loading coils 
available in his territory. This list shall also 
give the names and telephone numbers of trucking 
companies which can be used to transport reels ot 
cable. 

10.02 The division plant manager or equivalent 
supervisor shall also supplement this 

section to list the amounts of bridle wire and other 
emergency supplies normally maintained by each store-
room or kept in the various test rooms. J 

10.03 The division. plant manager or equivalent 
supervisor shall supplement this section to 

cover any special local conditions to which the.pro
cedures outlined in these instructions would not be 
applicable. 

10.04 The district equipment. superintendent or 
equivalent supervisor in charge of cable 

maintenance shall keep extra copies of the supple
mental information on hand so they can be given to 
construction or other forces used in the restoration 
work. 



E:rnIBIT l 

I< CARRIER SYSTEM ASSIGNMENTS 

c ABLE :; AC RAlo:ENTO• RENO "A" 

SECT ION SAC RAff.ENTr.- R0S1,:VILLE . 
K CARRIER SYSTEM ~ UNIT 

f f 

SHEET __ l. __ Of' 

2 SK[TS 

lK RENO-SAC KU <;ll ll 1 16 23 
2K RENO-SAC KU 'il2 -· ~2--,- 17 ~ 
i:lK SU<-SF KU ,n n 10 2b 
2K LA•SLK KU _ _3!11 111 8 22 
lK LA·SLK 'KU <;15 l<; ; 9 ll 
3K LA-SLK KU 901 16 11 : 2 
lK SAC-SU< IUJ 902 17 ' 12 17 
lJK OAK-PTLD KU or,, 18 I 3 6 
lJK SAC-TDLS I KU cu4 19 4 7 
L.K LA-~LK KU (JC, 20 <; 3 
'iK LA-SLK +-KU. 06 21 26 20 
6K LA-~LK Kl/ 07 22 27 13 
lK OAK-OIIA KU u8 2, 38 10 
lK DNVR·SF 'KU u~ 24 39 19 
lK OAK·SLK I KU 910 2c; L.o I l<; 
lK OMA-SF I KU 911 26 ·21 l 
2K OIIA·SF. KU 912 27 22 " 
7K LA-SLK KU 'lB 21:1 311 9 
8Y. LA-~TJ< KU OlL 2'l ,,, L. 

lOK LA·Sl.K KU _2!L 31 3b 3' 
llK LA•SLK KU 917 32 37 

2K OAK-OIIA KU QlO 34 2tl l 
3K OAK-OIi.A I KU 920 35 2q 111 
!JY. OAK-OMA I KU 021 36 • 31 •h 
51( OAK·OIIA I KU 922 37 32 '7 
SPARE PAIR 1 • 3tl 23 • 
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VOICE PREQUENCY PACILITIJ:S 
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ONE - TO - ONE METHOD OF CABLE RESTORATION - EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENTS 
FIGURE 

TONERS EQ~PMENT ARRANGEMENT AT 
CENTRAL OfrlCE 
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